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It’s been a while since the Equality Act came into effect,
and now the dust has settled, it’s time for recruiters to take
a long and hard look at their hiring practices – does bias still
occur in your businesses, and do you have the power to your
elbows to avoid or eradicate it…
The Equality Act, which came into effect in late 2010, is a catch-all piece
of legislation designed to synthesise the UK’s federal policies against
job discrimination. According to an official government release1, the act
“simplifies [existing anti-discrimination laws], removing inconsistencies
and making the law easier for people to understand and comply with.”
Though the act mostly reinforces older legislation, it also includes new
mandates, which, if violated, can usher a company into a long, costly, and
politically damaging public tribunal.
What’s revolutionary about the Equality Act is not what it covers, but
how it is presented. Previous legislation has protected workers from
discrimination based on race, religion, gender, disability, and sexual
orientation for years. But each of these criteria for discrimination, known
as “protected characteristics,” relied upon a different law. The Equality Act
unifies discrimination law and protects those most at risk.
Businesses need to understand how the legislation might force a change
in their hiring practices as well as the relevant benefits of recruitment
technology in order to establish a fair and law-abiding approach.

Has the Equality Act taken effect?
Inconsistencies between statutes like the Sex Discrimination Act and the
Race Relations Act complicated case outcomes and set uncomfortable
legal precedents, as workers with multiple protected characteristics could
not accuse their company of discrimination based on more than one of
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them. A black woman, for instance, could not accuse her employer of both
race and sex discrimination – she could only use one law to support her
case, each with its own discrepancies and legal history.
Thanks to the Equality Act, however, employees can now claim dual
discrimination and allege that their employer showed prejudice based on
two protected characteristics. The law also streamlines the process of
filing these sorts of claims, even offering a path for plaintiffs to navigate
the tribunal without hiring a lawyer.

Tougher to do your job?
While the general population has largely welcomed these changes,
members of the business community have expressed concerns over
increased bureaucracy, decreased productivity and excessive litigation.
One of the community’s chief concerns is the provision that prohibits
employers from asking interviewees about their health, meaning they
cannot determine how often or for how long an applicant’s health
problems or disability might prevent him or her from working.
“The health provision is undoubtedly an extra burden on businesses,” a
spokesperson for the Institute of Directors2 said shortly after the act went
into effect. “All business will need to be very clued up on the ramifications
of what the new regulations are – if you have a whole HR team that is fine,
but a lot of our members are small businesses and they don’t have that.”
Indeed, the act does present some obstacles to businesses, and
particularly to those working in HR and recruiting departments. Job
interviews conducted either face to face or via video software can reveal
some protected characteristics, so recruiters must start fulfilling their
responsibilities as equal opportunity employers during that very first
meeting.

The reality behind the change...
All companies claim to avoid discrimination as employers or individuals,
but it is not always as straightforward as simply declaring it. Until every
employee is fully aware of the many different facets and nuances of
discrimination, a company cannot be certain its policies are airtight.

Closing the gender gap – according to the media,
the gap still exists…
One of the main goals of the Equality Act was to close the gender gap.
Its provisions included a ban on paying gagging clauses in the hopes that
the free discussion of salaries would reverse the ongoing trend of wage
inequality. The effects of these provisions are already being felt by the
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supermarket chain Asda, where female, customer-facing staff members
are taking mass legal action against the company on the accusation that
their employer pays male workers more for work of similar value.
According to the Guardian3, the mostly-male staff working in Asda’s
warehouses are paid more than the often female floor staff for what
essentially amounts to exactly the same work. “Warehouse staff are
responsible for taking items off shelves, putting them on pallets and
loading them into lorries,” said Michael Newman, a discrimination law
expert. “In the supermarket, they do the reverse: taking the pallets off the
lorries, unstacking them, and putting the items on the shelves.”
This should serve as a reminder to companies to carefully consider the
work involved in particular jobs instead of just the job title itself. To
ensure there are no potential gender discrimination claims, organisations
should ensure their job specifications are clearly defined, with tasks listed
transparently and remuneration reflecting the duties involved rather than
the individual candidate or employee’s abilities.

The cost of a claim…
London’s Metropolitan Police recently weathered a discrimination suit
when firearms Officer Carol Howard won a two-year-long battle against
the police force, winning a £37,000 payout. Howard claimed that she was
discriminated against on the basis of her race and sex. This is one of the
first publicised cases of dual discrimination, and its result would seem to
bode well for future plaintiffs.
Unfortunately, the payout is not always worth the trouble. After a
judge ruled in her favour, Officer Howard said, “Today is not a day for
celebration. I have been put through a two-year ordeal in which I have
been bullied, harassed, and victimised simply because of my gender and
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race.” According to the Telegraph4, Howard’s case highlights the grueling
effects of suing for discrimination, including public scrutiny and legal fees
that can exceed the eventual payout.
It can be hugely costly for businesses, too, both in terms of their own legal
fees and reputation, which is why most employers opt to settle out of
court in potentially high-profile discrimination cases. It is also why many
were surprised by the Metropolitan Police Force’s decision to fight this
case to the bitter end. Unless companies are completely sure they were
not in the wrong and have sufficient evidence to back that up, settling is
generally the smarter move.

Genuine and transparent processes, win the day
That being said, legal fees may not prove much of an obstacle for law
firms finding themselves in such a position. An article from Right Hand
HR5 details how a barrister, Lee Bennett, found a note in a client’s memo
disparaging him for being gay and subsequently won a discrimination suit
against his former firm, Bivonas. Though the author of the note claimed
that it wasn’t intended to be read by the plaintiff, the judge ruled that it still
constituted a “professional slur of the utmost gravity,” and that Bennett
was entitled to damages.
The tribunal also found Bivonas’ response to Bennett’s claims to be
insufficient, as there was no evidence that the firm’s 24-hour investigation
of the incident was appropriately thorough. A company’s responsible
and conscientious reaction to a discrimination claim can help it avoid
damaging, costly tribunals, as Bivonas found out the hard way.

It’s all about ethics...
The Equality Act was championed by the leftist Labour party, but it has still
occasionally favoured conservative opinions in specific circumstances.
In 2011, several Christian nurses used the act to support their pro-life
position and won the right to not participate in abortion procedures, citing
their objections to the procedures as the kind of “philosophical belief” that
the legislation is meant to protect.
The ruling is thought to be the first instance in which the Equality Act was
used to protect conscientious objection to abortion procedures, but the
established precedent seems to be a strong one. “Since the courts have
accepted that the philosophical belief in global warming is protected
under equality legislation, there seems no reason why belief that human
life begins at conception should not be equally protected,” argued Thomas
Addison6, the nurses’ lawyer.
As such, it is wise for any business to carefully consider an employee’s
objection to a specific task. Many beliefs, even if they aren’t pointedly

4	www.telegraph.co.uk/women/womens-business/11072513/Met-officer-race-discrimination-case-Should-you-sueyour-boss.html
5 www.rhhr.com/gay-barrister-wins-discrimination-case/
6 www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/8698042/Catholic-nurses-use-Equality-Act-to-protect-their-pro-life-beliefs.html
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religious or philosophical, are protected under the Equality Act, and simply
finding another employee to complete the task might be worth the extra
hassle.

Is your company unwittingly discriminating?
Age discrimination is one of the trickier issues tribunals confront. Under
the Equality Act, age is the one protected characteristic against which
direct discrimination can be justified, provided the employer can prove
that it was done to meet a legitimate aim. For instance, instituting a default
retirement age is perfectly legal in most scenarios.
That being said, the Equality Act has created some unexpected legal
consequences on this front. According to HR Magazine7, one employer
posted an ad looking for someone with “youthful enthusiasm.” The
company was subsequently taken to court by a 58-year-old applicant with
30 years of experience and found guilty of age discrimination. Likewise,
an 18-year old employee at a company that fired her for incompetence
proved in court that her dismissal was based on uninformed assumptions
about her age. From hiring to firing and from teens to retirees, companies
must be extremely careful about what their language and decisions imply.

Challenging unfair bias
Disability is another characteristic that is hard to legally pin down,
especially now that mental illnesses and disorders are protected
characteristics. According to the Herald Scotland8, Scottish nurse Andrew
Macintosh was placed on special leave following a dispute with his line
manager that the hospital board attributed to his deteriorating mental
health. Macintosh, who suffers from a mood-altering psychosis called
Schizoaffective disorder, accused the board at the Golden Jubilee Hospital
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of discrimination based on his mental disability.
An employee tribunal found that the hospital virtually ignored Macintosh’s
version of the incident based on his perceived mental instability. Having
ruled that this willful ignorance caused the nurse “to experience panic and
anxiety,” the tribunal found that “Mr. Macintosh’s claims under the Equality
Act therefore succeed.”
Businesses are directly responsible for the professionalism of their
employees, and though it is sometimes prudent for both parties to
suspend an employee demonstrating mental instability, that doesn’t
equate to an excuse to neglect an employee’s own account of the story.

Diversity is king…
Beyond the legalities of ensuring a company adheres to the Equality Act,
resulting in fewer tribunals and complaints, there are a number of benefits
organisations will uncover if they employ a range of different cultures,
ages, sexes and races.
Personnel Today9 examines some of the advantages, explaining:
“Organisations with a more inclusive approach also tend to have a
friendlier culture and thus a lower turnover in staff, plus greater diversity
tends to go hand in hand with greater innovation.”
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A report by the Department for Business10, Innovation and Skills
researched heavily into the effects of a diverse workplace on employee
morale. As it noted in its findings: “Firms that used diversity management
demonstrated high levels of labour productivity, increased workforce
innovation, and decreased voluntary turnover.
“When firms used high-performance work systems and diversity
management in tandem, the combination explained 13.2 per cent of the
correlation with labour productivity, 8.8 per cent of workforce innovation,
and eight per cent of voluntary turnover.”
As a report by Adecco11 outlines, recruiters stand to substantially benefit
from an emphasis on diversity as well. The report explains how a more
diverse workforce can actually boost an employer brand, resulting in a
higher volume of right-fit candidates applying for roles at a company.
The report continued: “Higher-educated candidates who experienced
diversity while at university may feel that a diverse company is more
progressive and therefore will want to work there while candidates from
all walks of life, and especially minority groups, will be far more likely to
apply for positions at a diverse company.” This discovery corroborates
the notion that a culture of inclusiveness has become a major priority for
those seeking new employment opportunities.
The benefits of building a diverse workforce will hopefully give
organisations the inspiration to turn around their policies. If they are so
inspired, the first place they should look to in revamping their culture
of diversity is the recruiting process. That way, they can ensure they are
bringing staff on board under the right pretences.

Start as you mean to go on - Diversity in
your hiring
Given how the Equality Act has led to a wide and varied range of
discrimination claims, as well as the clear benefits equality has to offer the
workplace, it is crucial that companies take special care to think about
diversity at every step of the recruitment process.

Ethical advertising
The first step in any hire is to create the job advert. As illustrated by the age
discrimination case detailed previously, wording is extremely important
and as such, organisations should ensure descriptions of the ideal
candidate do not suggest the absence of a protected characteristic. That
means words like “youthful,” “able,” and even “experienced” might not
have a place in an advert.

10 www.raeng.org.uk/publications/other/the-business-case-for-equality-and-diversity
11 www.adecco.co.uk/news/diversity-in-the-work-place.aspx
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Fair CV sifting
Once the applications start pouring in, recruiters must be careful to only
prioritise candidates based on how their qualifications and personality
match the description posted in the advert. Staying true to the original
job description will help protect organisations against discrimination
claims. The job advert should be the starting point for candidate selection
criteria, so it is the role of the recruiter to critically assess those criteria
for violations of the Equality Act. If both the advert and the criteria pass
muster, then the company’s recruitment policies are most probably in line
with the act’s established standards.
Additionally, Networx Recruitment12 recommends keeping a record of the
criteria by which organisations determine the candidates on the short list
and the applications to be disposed of.

Accurate interviewing
Once in contact with the candidate, it is more important than ever
to demonstrate that your work environment is not one that tolerates
discrimination or prejudice. Recruiters must stay on topic throughout the
interview and should avoid wandering into irrelevant subjects that relate
to the candidate’s romantic, personal, or family life and invite suspicion of
bias when you come to your final decision.

12 http://networxrecruitment.blogspot.co.uk/2012/10/promoting-equal-opportunities-through.html
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Moreover, face-to-face or video interviews expose organisations to
visible protected characteristics, which may include race, gender, and
disability. Under no circumstances should an interviewer mention these
characteristics unless the candidate does so first. Also, recruiters should be
sure not to ask any questions about the applicant’s health unless it relates
to essential tasks of the job.

Presenting the Offer
Having finally chosen a candidate, recruiters must assure the candidate the
decision was based completely on their merit, and given the scrupulous
work carried out to document the ideal applicant, this should be no
difficult thing to prove. The human resources team can then move on to
orientation, which will require its own set of standards with regards to
diversity and sensitivity.

Getting Help from Technology
Although the concerns and responsibilities around recruiting a diverse
workforce may seem daunting, technology and automation can do a lot to
assuage these worries.

Factual applying
The first step towards establishing a discrimination-free hiring process
is producing a standardised application process. This approach should
ask straightforward, work-related questions that are free of prejudiced
language and implications that protected characteristics might impact a
decision.
Although the candidate might respond to a personality-related question
with an anecdote or reference to their protected characteristic(s), this
should not be a problem for any recruiter, so long as they focus not on the
characteristics themselves, but on what the applicant has learned from
relevant experiences.
To ensure a completely inclusive recruitment strategy, producing
alternative application forms for those with disabilities, such as in large
print, audio form, or braille should also be a key consideration.

Automated Job Postings
Automated job posting through services like Indeed and ZipRecruiter
ensures job adverts reach a diverse audience. Rather than fretting over
where to post an ad and the demographics of each job board’s audience –
which can actually do more to reveal bias than to eliminate it – recruiters
are able to put their trust in a reliable algorithm that will take the advert to
job seekers with varying backgrounds across the country.
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ZipRecruiter promises to not only post the advert on sites like CraigsList
and Monster, but also to make postings visible on social media and mobile
platforms, ensuring that every type of candidate can find the company
through every available channel.

Applicant Tracking Systems
An applicant tracking system is a largely efficient software platform used
to filter or select candidates based on criteria like keywords, years of
experience, and former employers. Like standardised application forms,
an applicant tracking system can help prevent bias from entering the
recruitment process, searching only for the criteria cited in a job post.
But like any automated system, an applicant tracking system can be prone
to errors. Certain choices on a CV’s wording or format might throw the
applicant tracking system off, which is programmed to react to particular
keywords rather than abstract concepts. Recruiters should read as many
applications as they can to ensure they are not fully relying on an applicant
tracking system to make an unbiased decision. Without a proper record
of how an organisation chose a candidate, it could still end up facing
accusations of discrimination.

Video Screening
While interviewing allows companies to uncover protected traits and
increases the likelihood that bias will factor into the equation, it is a
necessary component of any recruitment process. Video interviewing
offers the possibility of automated questions, allowing a company to
standardise the interview experience for all cultures.
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Video screening also provides recruiters with the option of prerecording
questions and sending them to each candidate, ensuring that every
applicant has a similar and therefore fair interview. Moreover, by keeping
a video record of an interview, there will be enough data on hand should
a tribunal or company board ever ask for evidence of an unbiased hire.
Questions still need to be vetted for discriminatory terms and tone, but
if a company is readying itself to automate its equal opportunity hiring
process, a video interviewing platform may be the first tool to explore
using.

Candidate Scoring
Developing a rubric or “scoring” system for evaluating each application is
a good way of keeping bias out of the equation. Allotting a certain number
of points gained for experience, education, and desired personality traits
allows you to evaluate each candidate on a quantitative basis. Subtracting
points for things like overclaiming or a lack of experience also helps
compare and contrast candidates without being swayed by protected
characteristics or a lack thereof.

Hiring Manager collaboration
Recruiters recognise that the overall business culture may foster bias in
the hiring process, and can use a number of techniques to educate, guide
and verify that the recruitment approach doesn’t support nor encourage
this behaviour. Using pre-formulated metrics, demonstrating to the wider
business the success indicators required for each role, and shared decision
making are all ways this can encourage an ethical recruiting approach.
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Conclusions
While the UK should celebrate the Equality Act as an achievement for
diversity and equality in the workplace, it should also recognise diversity as
a challenge to employers across the country. As anyone with experience in
HR will attest, being unbiased is not a task for the lazy.
Discrimination rears its head in ways that cannot always be controlled, no
matter how careful organisations are that they hold no prejudice against
any gender, colour, or creed. Harbouring biases is perfectly natural, but
ignoring or not seeking to correct those biases is unacceptable as an
employer, an employee, or a citizen.
Examining biases is a personal journey, but in the workplace, everyone’s
priority should be to simply to prevent them from affecting the decisionmaking process and the working environment. That means introducing
new levels of scrutiny to each and every aspect of working life, from
posting the first job advert, to laying off employees, to giving out raises
and promotions. Anti-discrimination orientations and speeches may do
some of the job, but the most important step is to hire people with a
sensitivity to issues of difference and the self-discipline to recognise their
shortcomings and mistakes.
Although technology can create the ultimate buffer between applicants
and employers to ensure that discrimination is not given any room to
thrive, some human interaction is required to ensure automation doesn’t
undo all the careful work recruiters have put into promoting equality and
ethical processes in the workplace.
As the ability to target candidates and organise CVs becomes more and
more precise, recruiters can rely on the right tools to lead them towards a
workplace that is fit for the 21st century. The effects of the Equality Act
are already manifesting themselves: is your company ready for what
comes next?
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